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Colorectal Chemoprevention Pilot Study
(SWOG-9041), Randomized and Placebo Controlled:

The Importance of Multiple Luminal Lesions

David Z. J. Chu,1 Michael A. Hussey,2 David S. Alberts,3 Frank L. Meyskens Jr,4

Cecilia M. Fenoglio-Preiser,5 Saul E. Rivkin,6 Glenn M. Mills,7

Jeffrey K. Giguere,8 Charles D. Blanke,9 Gary E. Goodman6

Abstract
Pilot randomized placebo controlled chemoprevention trial in resected colorectal cancer patients demon-
strated importance of synchronous adenomas and potential effects of oral calcium carbonate.
Background: Colorectal cancer is common worldwide and chemoprevention has the potential of reducing the
number of individuals who may suffer and perish from this disease. Methods: A randomized placebo controlled pilot
study in colorectal cancer patients was performed using calcium carbonate as the test agent in a multi-institutional
oncology study group. Results: Two hundred twenty volunteers were randomized in the study. The primary goals of
compliance, accrual, and toxicity monitoring are presented. Presence of multiple adenomas at study entry and
subsequent development of metachronous adenomas were recorded and found to be associated with synchronous
adenomas. The secondary endpoint of recurrent adenomas indicated lower rates of new adenoma in the volunteers
randomized to the calcium group. Conclusion: This pilot study indicates the feasibility of enrolling survivors of
colorectal cancer as study volunteers in a colorectal neoplasm chemoprevention clinical trial and oral calcium
continues to be a potentially effective drug in reducing colorectal adenomas.

Clinical Colorectal Cancer, Vol. 10, No. 4, 310-6 © 2011 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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Introduction
Prevention of colorectal carcinoma (CRC) has become a necessary

nd a realistic goal in the fight to reduce CRC deaths. Expenditures for
eeded prevention strategies are justified by the magnitude of the mor-
idity and mortality of this disease on societies worldwide.1 Although
ndoscopic screening can reduce the incidence of CRC, an effective
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rimary prevention strategy, such as chemoprevention, can compliment
creening by reducing the frequency of surveillance procedures. In addi-
ion, prevention of CRC is a realistic goal because recent studies in the
ietary and physical activity contributions to the population incidence of
RC show promising outcomes.2

The adenoma represents the intermediate stage in the neoplastic pro-
gression to carcinoma. It carries a gradual risk for development of ma-
lignancy according to its size, histology, whether it is solitary or multiple,
and its location in the large gut.3,4 Surgical removal of the adenoma
ecreases the rate of CRC.5 It is hypothesized that slowing the growth of
he precursor lesion or inhibition of the adenoma-carcinoma progression
y chemoprevention will eventually prevent or reduce the incidence of
RC.6

Placebo-controlled randomized trials have shown that calcium and
nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs can reduce the rates of new ade-
noma formation in the setting of sporadic adenomas,7,8-12 and in re-
ected colon cancer patients.13 Higher calcium dose intake, in the range
f 1200 to 1500 mg daily, was more likely to yield inhibitory effect on

ew adenomas.2,14,15 Patients with resected colon and rectal cancers
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have high rates of metachronous adenomas, especially among individu-
als with synchronous polyps.3 The rate of second primary carcinomas in
this selected cancer survivor population exceeds the incidence rates of the
primary CRC.16,17 In this group of individuals, recurrent adenomas
occur in 35% of study subjects at 3 years of follow-up.18

The pilot chemoprevention study, presented here, used calcium as
the intervention agent, with a calcium dose of 1800 mg daily intake,
and a period of treatment for 5 years.

Methods
Patients from Southwest Oncology Group (SWOG) institutions

were eligible for this study if they had stage 0, I, or II CRC, and the CRC
had been resected within 550 days before registration. Ineligibility crite-
ria were: patients younger than 18 years who had resections greater than
50% of the colon and rectum with history of renal stones and with
history of hereditary nonpolyposis colon cancer syndrome.

After registration into the study, patients were entered into a
3-month run-in period on placebo to assess their compliance of study
drug intake. Participants were considered compliant if they took
between 80% and 120% of the placebo pills dispensed during this
period. An additional entry requirement included a baseline colono-
scopy performed within 180 days before the initial registration or
during the run-in period. Either full colonoscopy reaching the cecum
or barium enema with or without partial endoscopy was acceptable.
Registered patients were randomized to 5 years of calcium carbonate
(1800 mg/d in three 600-mg tablets) or 5 years of placebo (three
tablets). Compliance to the assigned treatment was assessed at
months 3, 6, and 12 months of the first year, every 6 months in year
2, and every year for years 3, 4, and 5 postrandomization. Follow-up
colonoscopies to assess adenoma and CRC recurrence were required
at 1, 3, and 5 years postrandomization. The 3-year adenoma recur-
rence rates were reported previously.18

There were three main objectives of this study: to assess the ability
of the SWOG to enroll sufficient numbers of patients with early-
stage CRC for the sake of a larger chemoprevention study of adeno-
mas and/or new primary carcinomas; to monitor compliance to the
study drug (calcium or placebo) and the follow-up colonoscopies and
to estimate the dropout rate; and to assess toxicities related to calcium
supplementation. A secondary objective was to assess the rate of new
adenomas in the study and placebo groups.

A patient was considered compliant to the study drug if the amount
taken was between 80% and 120% of dispensed and prescribed dose.
For the purposes of analyzing the compliance, patients were included in
this analysis if they had been followed-up for at least 2 years after ran-
domization and if they had at least 6 months of compliance data over the
course of the first 2 years on study after randomization. Compliance
could not be calculated without dates of the current and previous visits,
number of pills dispensed at the previous visit, and number of pills
remaining in the current bottle. The patient was not included in the
analysis if any of these values were missing.

We examined the frequency of follow-up colonoscopies among
those participants with baseline adenomas and those without to as-
sess if participants who had adenomas at the baseline colonoscopy
were followed more closely for follow-up colonoscopies than partic-
ipants who did not have adenomas at baseline. Estimating compli-

ance proved challenging because patients may have had one or more
follow-up colonoscopies outside of the required time frames around
1 year, 3 years, and 5 years postrandomization. For the purposes of
estimation, a patient was considered compliant for the first required
colonoscopy if he or she had at least one colonoscopy within 18
months after randomization. A patient was considered compliant for
the second colonoscopy if he or she had at least one colonoscopy
more than 18 and less than or equal to 42 months after randomiza-
tion. A patient was considered compliant for the third colonoscopy if
he or she had at least one colonoscopy more than 42 months and less
than or equal to 66 months after randomization.

We created an ordinal variable for the number of colonoscopies
obtained (0, 1, 2, or 3) and assessed whether it was associated with
presence of baseline adenomas (Y/N) using the Fisher exact test.
Additionally, for patients who had baseline adenomas, we used the
Fisher exact test to assess whether the number of colonoscopies was
associated with number of adenomas at baseline ( � 4 versus 1-3).

Further endpoints of the study were to estimate the percentage of
patients with an overall adenoma recurrence, the percentage with
occurrence of second primary CRC on study, and the percentage of
patients with primary locoregional or distant recurrence of the pri-
mary CRC on study. Overall adenoma recurrence was calculated as
the percentage of randomized patients with at least one adenoma
recurrence at any time during follow-up. Although this crude esti-
mate does not account for the length of follow-up time, it was used
primarily because of variability in compliance to the follow-up
colonoscopy schedule between patients.

A logistic regression model with treatment arm as the only variable
in the model was used to assess statistical significance for the main
comparison of overall adenoma recurrence between the calcium and
placebo arms, and an unadjusted odds ratio and 95% confidence
interval (CI) was subsequently calculated. Additional logistic regres-
sion models (one for each factor measured at baseline) were used to
assess statistical significance of the treatment arm comparison of
overall adenoma recurrence adjusted for the baseline factor. Each
model contained variables for treatment arm and for the baseline
factor. Adjusted odds ratios and 95% CIs were calculated for the
treatment effect in each of these models.

Results
Primary Endpoints

Sixty-two participating SWOG institutions initially registered
280 participants for the run-in portion of the study. Sixty patients
did not continue on to randomization, mostly because of refusal or
noncompliance to the study drug during the run-in period. Two
hundred twenty participants were subsequently randomized to cal-
cium carbonate or placebo. Sixteen patients were ineligible because
of inadequate run-in compliance (n � 2), failure to perform required
baseline evaluations (n � 4), and insufficient documentation of eli-
ibility (n � 10). Follow-up colonoscopy and toxicity information
as unavailable for 10 additional patients, leaving 194 patients for

his analysis (95 on the calcium carbonate arm, 99 on the placebo
rm). Figure 1 describes the flow of patients through the study.

Baseline characteristics of these 194 patients are presented in Table 1.
Eighty-four (88%) of the patients on the calcium arm and 91

(92%) of the patients on the placebo arm met the criteria to be

assessed for compliance (follow-up at least 2 years, at least 6 months
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of compliance data without missing dates or pill counts). Sixty-six
patients (79%) on the calcium arm took between 80% and 120% of
their study pills for at least 6 months during the first 2 years after
randomization. On the placebo arm, this proportion was slightly
higher, at 81% (74 patients).

Estimates of compliance to the colonoscopy schedule are pre-
sented in Table 2. Included in the table are patients who deviated
rom the colonoscopy schedule. Two patients had at least three fol-
ow-up colonoscopies by 42 months (one on each arm), and three
atients on the placebo arm had at least two colonoscopies by 18
onths. There were an additional 17 patients on the calcium arm

nd 15 patients on the placebo arm that had more than one colono-
copy completed within the same time frame (eg, first follow-up
olonoscopy not completed within 18 months after randomization
ut two follow-up colonoscopies completed between 18 and 42
onths after randomization).
In examining whether patients who had adenomas at baseline

(n � 119) had differing numbers of follow-up colonoscopies (0, 1, 2,
r 3) than patients who did not have adenomas at baseline (n � 75),

and no statistically significant difference was found (P � .36).
Among the patients who had adenomas at baseline, there was no
evidence that those who had � 4 adenomas at baseline had a greater
number of follow-up colonoscopies than patients who had 1-3 ade-
nomas at baseline (P � .76).

Toxicity grades were assessed using the National Cancer Institute
(NCI) Common Toxicity Criteria v2.0, and this information is pre-
sented in Table 3. On the calcium arm, grade 4 hypercalcemia was
reported for one patient. Three other patients experienced grade 3

Figure 1 Patient Flow Diagram

N = 60 Refused or did not comply with
drug doses or schedules during run-in

Initial Registration
(N = 280)

Randomization
(N = 220)

Analysis
(N = 194)

N = 2 Ineligble due to inadeqaate run-in
compliance

N = 4 Ineligble due to failure to perform
required baseline evaluations

N = 10 Ineligble due to insufficient
documentation of eligibility criteria

N = 10 Follow-up colonoscopy or toxicity
information unavailable
toxicities. These toxicities included diarrhea, constipation, and an p
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increase in bilirubin levels. On the placebo arm, one patient experi-
enced grade 3 diarrhea. Eight patients on the calcium arm and 10
patients on the placebo arm experienced grade 2 toxicities. On both
arms, the most common grade 2 toxicity was constipation.

Secondary Endpoints
Forty-two of 95 patients (44%) of the patients on the calcium arm

had an adenoma recurrence any time during follow-up compared
with 62 of the 99 patients (63%) on the placebo arm (P � .01). The
dds of having an adenoma recurrence at any time during follow-up
or those taking calcium were 53% lower than the odds of an ade-
oma recurrence in those taking placebo (odds ratio [OR] � 0.473,
5% CI,0.266, 0.840).
Overall adenoma recurrence percentages by baseline stratification/

escriptive factors are presented in Table 4. Adjusted for each of the
aseline factors, the overall adenoma percentage was observed to be
igher in patients on the placebo arm than in patients on the calcium
rm. Adjusted for treatment arm, the overall adenoma recurrence

Table 1 Baseline Characteristics of Randomized Patients
(n[%]) for Which Follow-Up Colonoscopy and
Toxicity Information is Available (N � 194)

Baseline Characteristic Calcium Carbonate
(n � 95)

Placebo
(n � 99)

Sex

Male 57 (60) 65 (66)

Female 38 (40) 34 (34)

Stratification Factors

Site of Primary CRC

Colon 76 (80) 80 (81)

Rectum 19 (20) 19 (19)

Stage of Primary CRC

0 7 (7) 4 (4)

I 51 (54) 49 (50)

II 37 (39) 46 (46)

Adenomas Present

Yes 60 (63) 59 (60)

No 35 (37) 40 (40)

Descriptive Factors

Synchronous Adenomas

� 4 12 (13) 16 (16)

0-3 83 (87) 83 (84)

Primary CRC confined to
polyp

Yes 23 (24) 23 (23)

No 72 (76) 76 (77)

Time of resection of primary
CRC before randomization

� 6 months 63 (66) 64 (65)

6-18 months 32 (34) 35 (35)
ercentages were significantly different between patients who had
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synchronous adenomas at baseline and those who did not (P �

006). A significant difference was also found in overall adenoma
ercentages in patients who had 4 or more synchronous adenomas at
aseline and patients who had 0-3 synchronous adenomas at baseline
P � .009).

Timing of the first recurrence of adenoma is described in Figure 2.
mong the placebo patients who were followed-up for 1 to 3 years,
0% had their first adenoma recurrence 1 year after randomization,
ompared with 17% of calcium patients. In patients followed-up for
to 5 years, 17% of placebo patients had their first adenoma recur-

ence in year 1 compared with 20% of calcium patients. In patients
ollowed longer than 5 years, 28% of placebo patients had their first
denoma recurrence in the first year, compared with 20% of calcium
atients. This difference is steady through the second year, then
ecreases, indicating that the action of calcium may have occurred

Table 2 Percentages of Patients With at Least One Colonoscop
Follow-Up Time and Treatment Arm

Calciu

> 18
(n � 95) (

Time from Randomization
(Months)

� 0 and � 18 7%

� 18 and � 42

� 42 and � 66

Table 3 Number of Patients With a Given Type and Grade of A

Calcium Carbonate

(n � 95)

Grade

Adverse Event Unk 0 1 2 3

Allergy/hypersensitivity 0 98 0 1 0

Bilirubin increase 0 94 4 0 1

Constipation/bowel
obstruction 0 80 14 4 1

Creatinine increase 0 96 3 0 0

Diarrhea without
colostomy 1 95 1 1 1

Dyspnea 0 98 0 1 0

Hypercalcemia 0 97 1 0 0

Nausea 1 96 1 1 0

Proteinuria 0 99 0 0 0

SGOT (AST) increase 0 99 0 0 0

SGPT (ALT) increase 0 99 0 0 0

Weight gain 0 98 0 1 0

Maximum Grade Any
Adverse Event (N) 2 65 20 8 3

a Adverse events unlikely or not related to treatment excluded adverse events with no entries fo
ithin the first 2 years after randomization.
Among the 60 patients on the calcium arm who had adenomas at
baseline, 27 (45%) had advanced adenomas defined as adenoma 1
cm or larger or containing villous/tubulo-villous or atypical histology
at baseline. Twelve of these 27 patients with advanced adenomas
(44%) had an adenoma recurrence in follow-up, and 2 of those were
advanced. Six other patients with nonadvanced adenomas at baseline
had advanced adenomas at follow-up, and three patients with no
adenomas at baseline had an advanced adenoma at follow-up (11
patients with advanced adenomas were found during follow-up pe-
riod). Among the 59 patients on the placebo arm who had adenomas
at baseline, 22 (37%) had advanced adenomas at baseline. Sixteen of
these 22 (73%) patients had an adenoma recurrence at follow-up,
and 6 of those were advanced. Two other patients with nonadvanced
adenomas at baseline had advanced adenomas at follow-up, and 3
patients with no adenomas at baseline had an advanced adenoma at

curring Within the Specified Timeframe, by Length of

ngth of Follow-Up Time on Study (Months)

rbonate Placebo

2
87)

> 66
(n � 70)

> 18
(n � 96)

> 42
(n � 86)

> 66
(n � 72)

80% 74% 71% 74%

54% 48% 46%

20% 26%

e Eventa

Placebo

(n � 99)

Grade

5 Unk 0 1 2 3 4 5

0 0 101 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 92 8 1 0 0 0

0 0 83 11 7 0 0 0

0 0 95 5 1 0 0 0

0 0 100 0 0 1 0 0

0 0 101 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 99 2 0 0 0 0

0 0 99 1 1 0 0 0

0 0 100 0 1 0 0 0

0 0 100 0 1 0 0 0

0 0 100 0 1 0 0 0

0 0 101 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 61 29 10 1 0 0

s 2 to 5 have been suppressed.
y Oc

Le

m Ca

> 4
n �

77%

53%
dvers

4

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

1

follow-up (11 patients with advanced adenomas, in total, found dur-
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ing follow-up period). In the subset of advanced adenomas at base-
line (27 patients in the calcium arm and 22 in the placebo arm) 12
new adenomas were found in the calcium-treated group (44%) and
16 in the placebo group (73%).

Recurrence of the primary CRC was recorded for six patients on
the calcium arm (6%). Three of these recurrences were locoregional
and three were distant. On the placebo arm, a primary CRC recur-
rence was recorded for 10 patients (10%). Five of these recurrences
were locoregional and five were distant.

Among the six patients on the calcium arm with primary CRC
recurrence, three patients had an adenoma recurrence as well,
none of which were advanced. In the 10 patients on the placebo
arm with primary CRC recurrence, 7 patients had an adenoma
recurrence as well, and two of these patients had advanced
adenomas.

Twelve patients on the calcium arm (13%) and five patients on the
placebo arm (5%) had second primary cancers reported at follow-up.
Four of these were second primary CRC (three on the calcium arm,
one on the placebo arm). The other second primary cancers reported
included prostate,4 breast,1 squamous-cell carcinoma (skin),2 mela-

Table 4 Overall Adenoma Recurrence Percentages for Select B

Baseline
Characteristic

Calcium
Carbonate %

(N/Total)
(Arm Total: 95)

Placebo %
(N/Total)

(Arm Total: 99)

O

Site of Primary CRC

Colon 45% (34/76) 64% (51/80)

Rectum 42% (8/19) 58% (11/19)

Stage of Primary CRC

0 57% (4/7) 100% (4/4)

I 37% (19/51) 59% (29/49)

II 51% (19/37) 63% (29/46)

Age

� 60 y 42% (10/24) 64% (18/28)

� 60 and � 70 y 49% (16/33) 58% (15/26)

� 70 y 42% (16/38) 64% (29/45)

Sex

Female 45% (17/38) 62% (21/34)

Male 44% (25/57) 63% (41/65)

Adenomas Present

Yes 53% (32/60) 71% (42/59)

No 29% (10/35) 50% (20/40)

Synchronous
Adenomas (SA)

� 4 SAs 75% (9/12) 88% (14/16)

0-3 SAs 40% (33/83) 58% (48/83)

Abbreviations: CI � confidence interval; CRC � colorectal cancer; OR � odds ratio.
a Adjusted for baseline characteristic.
b Adjusted for treatment arm.
noma,1 chondrosarcoma,1 myelodysplastic syndrome,1 urothelial p
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ransitional-cell carcinoma,1 gastrointestinal stromal tumor,1 and
prostate and basal-cell carcinoma.1

Discussion
This colorectal chemoprevention study was launched in the

SWOG, a multi-institutional study group, with the goal of examin-
ing the effects of oral calcium on development of new adenomas in
patients with resected CRCs. Although the investigators in SWOG
had extensive experience in conducting therapeutic oncology studies,
conducting a chemoprevention clinical study was a novel direction
and it was believed that a pilot study design was the prudent ap-
proach which could lead into a larger phase III trial.

The results on the endpoints of compliance to the intake of oral
agent and to the colonoscopic procedures, and on the endpoints of
toxicities, were similar to previous reported studies.7,13

Multiple colorectal lesions, namely synchronous adenomas to the
incident carcinoma, were identified at study entry colonoscopy and
at follow-up. The presence of synchronous adenomas increases the
risk of developing a new adenoma during the study. This trend was
also reported at 3-year of follow-up examinations.18 The increased

umbers of observed events, both in patients with single and multi-

ne Characteristics by Treatment Arm

Calcium
ersus
ceboa

95% CI for OR* Treatment
P Valuea

Baseline
Characteristics

P Valueb

.473 (0.266, 0.841) 0.011 0.632

.462 (0.258, 0.827) 0.009 0.170

.472 (0.265, 0.841) 0.011 0.999

.473 (0.266, 0.841) 0.011 0.978

.437 (0.241, 0.793) 0.006 0.002

.448 (0.245, 0.818) 0.009 0.001
aseli

R of
V

Pla

0

0

0

0

0

0

le colorectal lesions, was higher than the assumed rate of 30% in 5
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years and was higher than reported in Sandler’s study.13 These in-
reased rates of adenoma recurrence allowed the observations in the
econdary endpoint with greater statistical power, namely, the effects
f the treatment agent, calcium carbonate, on the rate of recurrent
denomas. As observed in this pilot study, patients on calcium car-
onate developed fewer recurrent adenomas in the colon and rectum
ompared with patients on placebo, shown in Table 4.

There is only one other chemoprevention trial in colorectal neo-
lasms using resected colon and rectal cancer patients as subjects.8

Other reported trials were conducted that studied individuals who
had sporadic adenomas.7,8-10,12 In this particular trial, aspirin was
used as the test agent. The dose of 325 mg, taken daily for 3 years, was
found efficacious in reducing the new adenoma development rate
from 27% to 17%.13 The rate of synchronous adenoma was not
evaluated. The rate of sporadic adenoma in unselected population is
approximately 30% at age 60 years and increases with age.10

Chemoprevention trials with single agents, such as calcium or
nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs, demonstrated inhibitory ef-
fects on new adenomas in the order of 8% to 22%. A combination of
two agents, dufluoromethylorithine and sulindac, used in the trial
reported by Meyskens12 showed an impressive 70% inhibitory effect,
nd up to 95% inhibitory effects on advanced and multiple
denomas.

There is only one randomized CRC prevention study reporting
RC rather than adenomas as the endpoint. This study, the Wom-

n’s Health Study (WHS), an 8-year investigation using 1,000 mg of
alcium and 400 mU vitamin D taken as a daily oral dose for the
uration of the study,17 showed no differences in CRC rates in the

study and control individuals. Colonoscopy was not required and
individuals undergoing colonoscopies by choice, which was the pre-
vailing screening recommendation, was 28%. These findings have

Figure 2 Annual Rates of First Recurrence of Adenoma, by Tre
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cast doubts on the role of calcium in colorectal chemoprevention. e
However, in this cohort of women, half of the volunteers were ran-
domized to a combination drug of estrogen and progesterone, which
in the same study (reported in a separate analysis19) were found to

evelop fewer CRCs. A potential interaction between estrogen ther-
py and calcium intake may also obscure the effects of calcium on
ossible colorectal carcinogenesis.20

The chemoprevention trials reviewed in this discussion were fairly
mature, placebo-controlled, randomized clinical studies with designs
based on a large body of preclinical data. The cell kinetics in the
colorectal mucosa have been elegantly studied and described by Lip-
kin.21 The colorectal mucosal crypt cells show an orderly rate of
maturation and migration toward the luminal surface, some under-
going apoptosis, with eventual balance in the total cell population,
providing an uniform mucosal surface. An excess in cell population,
reflecting hyperplasia, results in folds and uneven surface in the mu-
cosa, forming first aberrant crypt foci which, if persistent, may lead to
mucosal microadenomas and polyps. Luminal calcium concentra-
tions are capable of regulating the proliferative rate of the crypt cells
through activation of calcium cell surface receptors, which in turn
signal intracellular pathways involved with proliferation, differenti-
ation, and apoptosis.21 On a historical note, one of the first random-
ized trials using calcium was performed by Hofstad.22,23

Endoscopic surveillance of colorectal adenomas and surgical exci-
sion or ablation can reduce the rate of CRC.5 These methods con-
stitute the gold standard for screening and prevention. Although
these procedures can potentially prevent the majority of CRC, sev-
eral problems exist that complicate its implementation. The precur-
sor of the CRC can occur as a flat adenoma, which can be missed or
incompletely removed by endoscopy. This fact may explain the
higher miss-rate of lesions in the right colon segment.24 Currently
ess than half of the individuals who could benefit from screening

nt Arm and Length of Follow-Up on Study

f Adenoma

4th year 5th year

Calcium, 1–3 years (n = 6)

Placebo, 1–3 Years (n = 10)

Calcium, 3–5 years (n = 10)

Placebo, 3–5 years (n = 12)

Calcium, 5+ years (n = 79)

Placebo, 5+ years (n = 76)
atme

nce o

zation
ndoscopic procedures actually comply with the publicized recom-
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mendations.25 In addition, chemoprevention can reduce the cost of
screening and prevention by decreasing the frequency of the endo-
scopic procedures. Emerging data show that combined endoscopic
screening and chemoprevention lower the frequency of adenoma and
advanced adenoma compared with endoscopic screening alone.26

The reported toxicity spectrum was acceptable. Constipation, be-
ing the most common reported toxicity, was found nearly equally
distributed in both calcium and placebo groups. No increased num-
bers of renal stones were found in contrast to the WHS study.17 The
rate of recurrent or new adenomas encountered was highest in the
first 3 years and decreased to a rate of less than 5% per year at 5 years
(Figure 2), thus justifying a 3-year rather than 5-year trial, as found in
the majority of the reported chemoprevention trials of colorectal
adenomas.

The ultimate goal is to determine whether a calcium-based che-
moprevention intervention can decrease the numbers of new primary
CRCs. This pilot study would suggest that future chemoprevention
trials employing survivors of CRC are feasible and that combination
agents, as suggested by the Meyskens’ trial,12 should be tested. This

ilot study also indicates that oral calcium should be considered as
ne of the combination agents in a larger phase III clinical trial. A
ubset of high-risk individuals (ie, individuals with previous CRC
nd synchronous adenoma) could be enrolled in a trial in which the
ndpoints of adenoma and possibly carcinoma can be studied. The
econd primary CRC rate in this group could be as high as 1% per
ear.27 At this rate of new CRC, a study could be performed with

1000 to 2000 volunteers, within the budget and size range of current
trials. Another potential advantage of using colorectal canceCRC
patient volunteers as subjects in a large chemoprevention trial is the
potential side benefit of the chemoprevention agent on suppressing
cancer recurrences.28 In this pilot study there were fewer recurrences
n the calcium arm compared with placebo arm (6 versus 10), equally
istributed among locoregional and distant recurrent disease.
learly, these numbers are too small to reach any conclusions, how-

ver, they would support further observations in a larger study.

Clinical Practice Points
Colorectal cancer show multifocal presentation of pre-cancerous

luminal lesions, with potential prognostic significance and criteria.
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